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Built in 1927 by the remarkable artist, Klir Beck, "The Gnomes"
enjoys a rural setting of woods, fields, and lakes. The one and a half
storehouse was intended to be the artist's summer residence and, being
owner-designed and built, is utterly unique.
The house obviously draws inspiration from the eclecticism of the
early 20th century. The roof-line is complex; eaves project greatly with
promiiEnt bracket support; two of the gables end with projecting bracketed
canopies which provide cover for very ornate balconies. Structurally,
the house is supported by an exposed irregular stone foundation; the
first story's walls are half timbered ' ftrick and the second story's walls
are half timbered stucco. Part of the roof is covered with wooden shingles,
part with asphalt shingles. There are four interior chimneys.Except for the use of asphalt shingles on part of the house's roof,
the exterior of "The Gnomes" is untouched. Whether of Swiss chalet, German,
or English Elizabethan half-timbered inspiration, the facade is extraordinally
busy with detail. The diagonal, curving, horizontal, and vertical surface
timbers break the walls into many rectangular, triangular and irregular '
panels. The larger panels contain additional decoration, including several
remarkable lotus motifs in brick with stucco background. The windows are
six over six (again, a striving for detail). There are double-doors at
the entrance and to either side of it. The entrance is flanked to each
side by three irregular stuccoed panels, one containing field-stone, one
brick, and the third small windows framed and arched in brick; below the
left window decorative brick is laid in a herring-bone pattern. Some
second story panels contain small brick rosettes. The balconies feature
elaborately cut wooden balustrades.
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The interior of the Klir Beck House is equally detailed, not to say
eccentric. For example, the living room floor is of flagstone with an
inlaid compass near the hearth. The walls are decorated-with handcarved
black walnut panelling a 300-pound door is of the same material.
This structure is a monument to personal design and construction.
Blending charming details and"Structural form, "The Gnomes" is a classic
example of the eclectic style of architecture which culminated in the late
1920's.
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As one might guess by the house iteelf, the designer and owner was
an ingenious and multi- talented individual. Klir A. Beck, who was referred
to during his lifetime as a modern Leonardo, possessed the gifts of an artist
and the skills of a craftsman. Though little known by the public largely
because of his retiring nature, he was widely admired within his professional
circle.
Born in California of artistically iarlined parents, he won, at an
early age, a scholarship at the Art Student's League in New York and
while there won another which took him to Paris. He was marked for greatness
by his teachers but he refused to live in New York, or any other large
city where greater opportunities for notoriety might have come his way.
Instead, after much searching, he and his wife settled near the tiny town
of Mt. Vernon in central Maine where he designed and built his most unusual
home and where he remained the rest of his life.
An artist and sculptor of considerable
worker in iron, silver and gold, and became
was, as well, a self-trained naturalist and
he kept sick animals which he treated until

merit, he was also an expert
a skilled taxidermist. He
maintained yards and pens where
recovery.

Putting all of these talents together he was retained by the State
of Maine as a designer of exhibits for sportsmen's shows. In this capacity
he developed an art form combining natural phenomena and creative art in
such a manner that it was almost impossible to tell where one began and the
other left off. He was honored at the Eastern States Exhibition for these
remarkable displays and received several important offers to do promotional
exhibits for governmental and private organizations. These, however, he
refused, not wishing to be long away from his adopted state.
His most noted work is generally conceded to be the remarkable dioramas
in the old State Museum in the Capitol in Augusta, Maine. These depict with
great realism scenes in Maine drawn from nature and including both flora
and fauna of the state.
Mr. Beck died in 1966 leaving for posterity the remarkable house which
bespeaks so eloquently his originality and unique craftsmanship.
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